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Research

Key Research Areas
- Intelligent Technical Systems
- Lightweight Design with Hybrid Systems
- Optoelectronics and Photonics

DFG Collaborative Research Centres
- CoE for Computing (SFB 901)
- Process Integrated Manufacturing of Functionally-Graded Structures Based on Coupled Thermomechanical Phenomena (SFB/TTR 681)
- Tailored Spectroscopic Photonics - From Fundamental Concepts to Functional Structures (SFB/TR 44)

DFG Collaborative Research Units
- Tailored Nonlinear Photonics: From Fundamental Concepts to Process-Integrated Manufacturing of Functionally-Graded Structures Based on Coupled Thermomechanical Phenomena
- On-The-Fly Computing (SFB 901)
- Dynamics of Electron Transfer Processes at Transition Metal Centres in Biological and Bioinorganic Systems

DFG Research Units
- Dynamics of Electron Transfer Processes at Transition Metal Centres in Biological and Bioinorganic Systems
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Supporting Exchange
UPB's global student exchange program has been running successfully for many years, and it successes are appreciated by students across the globe. Every year, approximately 100 exchange students from around the world come to UPB for study abroad programs. UPB offers great support to exchange students in terms of finding accommodation or personal assistance through a local program during the first day after arrival. A comprehensive catalogizing of compulsory courses and their equivalents in other countries is available. The University also offers excursions, internships, training, and thesis work opportunities. Exchange students can choose from a variety of German courses. The exchange students can choose from approximately 100 courses in a long-term course of 10 hours per week. UPB also offers excursions to leading German companies for students studying at the university up to DiSH level (German language courses) (‘Deutsche Sprachprüfung für den Hochschulzugang’). The courses are offered at different levels. Each student takes 3 months and ends with an intermediate test, qualifying students for the next level.

Learn German
At UPB, students can choose from a variety of German courses. Exchange students can choose from approximately 100 courses in a long-term course of 10 hours per week. UPB also offers excursions to leading German companies for students studying at the university up to DiSH level (German language courses) (‘Deutsche Sprachprüfung für den Hochschulzugang’). The courses are offered at different levels. Each student takes 3 months and ends with an intermediate test, qualifying students for the next level.
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